Get Puzzled!

Brendan Emmett Quigley ’96 is a professional puzzlemaker whose work appears regularly in The New York Times. Among other outlets, Quigley’s puzzles also run in The Los Angeles Times, The New York Sun, Tribune Media Services, USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, and The Washington Post—and now UNH Magazine! You’ll be able to find the puzzle solution online; this issue’s answers are at unhmagazine.unh.edu/s14/puzzle.

**ACROSS**
1. Shrink back from shore
4. Strike quickly
7. Sui ___ (unique)
15. Must be
16. “Bring it!”
17. 70’s Durham newspaper occurrence
19. Founding father of marine science at UNH Floyd
20. Aching
21. Tribe in “The Time Machine”
23. RN’s dispense it
24. Sitting still
26. Bellweather aquatic flora of Great Bay
29. Oldfortonth Oregon Trail
31. RN’s tubes
32. Soundsof Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva
33. Leo the Lion’s co.
34. Bad habit
36. Superannuated
37. Battlecry of Durham’s Brigade of Housewives
42. Priests: Abbr.
43. Sunday song
44. Go head to head
46. Lettersfromdesperatepeople
47. Unmannerly guy
48. U.S. Senator Judd ___
50. Great Bay’s chemical villain
53. Nero’s year
54. Business tycoon Onassis who tried to buy up Durham Point
55. CEPS grad.
57. Contentsofprinter cartridges
58. See 4-Down
61. Great Bay’s natural filtration system
65. Skilled enough for
66. Funny Brooks
67. Peep hole?
68. More insolent
69. Rams fan?
70. “Superman” foe Luthor

**DOWN**
1. Mindreader specialty: for short
3. Kind of beans also known as butterbeans
4. With 58-Across, stony solution to nonpoint pollution problem
5. Path of a fly ball
6. Small dog
7. Action figures with dog tags
8. I might have an attachment
10. “Mice!”
11. Followersof BobMarley’smusic
12. Groupies follow them
13. Harmonies
18. Wine barrel sediment
22. Ringmoveingymnastics where the body is stationary in a horizontal position
24. Chip maker
25. Four-legged wasp sniffer
27. Prepare for a bomb?
30. “Be it ___ humble”
31. Hospital div.
35. Android alternative for smartphones
36. E = IR formulator
38. “…Vendetta”
39. Old cartoonist Hoff
40. Symbol of stability
41. Converse silently
45. Kind of mania
46. Cause, as trouble
47. Officeheldby CatotheElder
49. Go into a tirade
50. Actor Conradof “The Kiss”
51. Mesopotamian, today
52. People, in Pisa
56. Saint Peter’s Church locale
57. Saint Thomas or Saint Martin
59. Drop bait gently
60. Gin inventor Whitney
62. Evergreen tree with elastic wood
64. Kind of appeal

---
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